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(54)  Actuator  for  a  rotary  valve. 

(57)  A  hermetically-sealed  actuator  for  a  rotary 
valve  is  provided  in  which  a  valve  operator 
(38,30)  is  operative  to  move  a  stem  (32)  axially 
but  not  rotationally,  axial  movement  of  the 
stem,  in  turn,  producing  rotation  of  a  rotary  cam 
member  (34)  that  is  operatively  connected  to 
rotate  a  valve  spindle  (26),  the  axially  movable 
stem  (32)  being  hermetically  sealed  by  a  bellows 
mechanism  (36),  thus  hermetically  isolating  the 
rotary  cam  member  from  the  valve  operator,  the 
maximum  angular  extent  of  rotation  of  the  cam 
member  (34)  being  determined  by  the  ramp  cam 
angle  and  angular  extent  of  helical  slots  (54) 
formed  in  the  rotary  cam  member  and  which  are 
engaged  by  trunnions  (52)  fast  with  the  stem 
(32). 
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This  invention  relates  to  an  actuator  for  a  rotary 
valve,  and  in  particular  to  an  actuator  that  is  totally 
hermetically  sealed,  thus  to  provide  a  hermetically 
sealed  rotary  valve  of  particular  use  in  the  flow  con- 
trol  of  poisonous  or  noxious  liquids  or  gases. 

Bellows-type  seals  are  commonly  employed  for 
sealing  axially  movable  valve  members  in  axially  mov- 
able  plug  or  gate  valves.  Such  bellows-type  seals  are 
entirely  successful  in  such  valves,  in  that  the  bellows- 
type  seal  is  subjected  to  limited  axial  forces  only,  such 
forces  being  well  within  the  handling  capability  of  the 
selected  bellows-type  seal,  those  forces  acting  exclu- 
sively  in  directions  axially  of  the  bellows-type  seal, 
and  in  the  absence  of  bending  or  torsional  forces  ap- 
plied  to  the  bellows-type  seal. 

Such  bellows-type  seals  also  have  been  em- 
ployed  in  the  valve  actuators  of  rotary-type  valves, 
such  as  rotary  plug  valves,  ball  valves  or  butterfly 
valves.  An  example  of  such  a  rotary  valve  is  to  be 
found  in  Tremblay,  U.S.  4,468,002,  issued  August 
28th,  1984.  In  the  construction  of  that  valve,  a  bear- 
ing,  of  necessity,  must  be  provided  between  the  ro- 
tary  valve  actuator  and  the  bellows  seal,  in  order  to 
permit  rotary  movement  of  the  valve  actuator  relative 
to  the  rotationally  fixed  bellows  seal,  the  bellows  seal 
itself  being  incapable  of  rotary  movement.  In  the  con- 
struction  of  this  patent,  the  bearing  is  provided  by  a 
closed  cap  attached  to  one  end  of  the  bellows  seal, 
the  cap  providing  a  bearing  memberthat  is  interposed 
between  the  valve  actuator  and  a  valve  actuating 
stem.  The  cap,  upon  actuation  of  the  valve  actuator, 
is  caused  to  move  along  an  orbital  path,  this  in  turn 
resulting  in  axial  bending  stresses  being  produced  in 
the  bellows-type  seal,  and,  additionally,  the  imposi- 
tion  on  the  bellows-type  seal  of  torsional  forces  aris- 
ing  from  the  frictional  engagement  of  the  bearing  cap 
with  the  respective  valve  actuator  and  valve  actuating 
spindle. 

Such  bending  and  torsional  forces  are  objection- 
able,  in  that  they  promote  fatigue  failure  of  the  bel- 
lows-type  seal,  which  could  have  disastrous  conse- 
quences  to  persons  in  the  vicinity  of  the  valve. 

It  is  an  object  of  this  invention  to  provide  a  valve 
actuator  for  a  rotary  valve,  such  as  a  ball  valve,  or  plug 
valve,  or  butterfly  valve  which  employs  a  bellows-ty- 
pe  seal,  but  one  in  which  the  bellows-type  seal  is  to- 
tally  isolated  from  any  lateral  displacement, 

and  also  is  totally  isolated  from  any  torsional 
forces  produced  by  actuation  of  the  valve  actuator. 

The  valve  actuator  of  the  present  invention  thus 
takes  full  advantage  of  the  benefits  of  bellows-type 
seals,  as  employed  in  axially  movable  plug  or  gate 
valves,  and  employs  those  advantages  in  a  hermeti- 
cally  sealed  valve  actuator  for  a  rotary  valve,  such  as 
a  rotary  plug  valve,  ball  valve  or  butterfly  valve. 

In  order  to  achieve  this  advantage,  the  valve  as- 
sembly  of  the  present  invention  employs  a  mecha- 
nism  that  converts  rotary  movement  of  the  valve  ac- 

tuator  into  an  axial  movement  of  the  valve  stem,  the 
axial  movement  of  the  valve  stem  then  being  re-con- 
verted  into  a  rotary  motion  of  the  rotary  valve  member 
of  an  associated  rotary  valve.  In  this  manner,  all  of  the 

5  advantages  of  a  bellows-type  seal  can  be  provided  in 
association  with  the  axial  movable  valve  stem,  while 
at  the  same  time,  eliminating  the  need  for  rotary 
seals,  and  also,  eliminating  the  imposition  of  any  tor- 
sional  or  bending  forces  on  the  bellows-type  seal. 

10  According  to  the  present  invention,  the  hermeti- 
cally  sealed  actuator  for  a  rotary  valve  has  a  main 
body  having  a  bore,  and  an  axially  movable  valve  ac- 
tuator  stem  supported  within  said  body  for  movement 
exclusively  in  a  direction  axially  of  said  stem  and  of 

15  said  bore,  rotational  movement  of  said  stem  relative 
to  said  body  being  precluded  in  its  entirety. 

Adjacent  one  of  its  ends,  the  stem  is  provided 
with  a  cam  follower  that  cooperates  with  an  axially 
fixed  first  rotary  cam  member  having  camming  sur- 

20  faces  that  cooperate  with  the  cam  follower  on  the 
stem,  and  which  are  operative  to  move  the  stem  ax- 
ially  in  response  to  rotational  movement  of  the  cam 
member  relative  to  the  stem. 

At  an  axial  position  remote  from  the  cam  follower, 
25  the  stem  carries  a  camming  member  which  cooper- 

ates  with  an  axially  fixed  second  rotary  cam  member, 
which  has  camming  surfaces  positioned  in  engage- 
ment  with  the  camming  member  of  the  stem,  those 
camming  surfaces  being  operative  to  rotate  the  sec- 

30  ond  rotary  cam  member  in  response  to  axial  move- 
ment  of  the  valve  stem. 

In  this  manner,  a  rotary  movement  of  the  first 
cam  member  causes  a  corresponding  rotary  move- 
ment  of  the  second  cam  member,  which  is  produced 

35  exclusively  by  an  axial  movement  of  the  stem. 
The  cam  surfaces  of  the  respective  first  and  sec- 

ond  camming  members  are  not  necessarily  identical 
with  each  other  in  ramp  cam  angle  or  in  arcuate  ex- 
tent.  In  the  event  that  they  are  identical  with  each 

40  other,  then,  any  angle  of  rotation  of  the  first  rotary 
camming  member  will  be  duplicated  in  the  second 
cam  member.  In  the  event  that  they  are  different  from 
each  other,  then  differential  rotary  motion  will  occur, 
such  as  a  180°  turn  of  the  first  camming  member  be- 

45  ing  operative  to  cause  a  90°  turn  of  the  second  cam- 
ming  member. 

Having  reduced  movements  of  the  stem  exclu- 
sively  to  axial  movements,  a  bellows  seal  can  then  be 
employed  between  the  valve  stem  and  the  main 

so  body,  the  bellows  seal  being  subjected  exclusively  to 
compressional  and  tensile  loads  to  the  total  exclusion 
of  bending  and  torsional  loads. 

In  a  preferred  embodiment,  the  camming  mem- 
bers  on  the  stem  are  provided  by  trunnions  carried  by 

55  the  stem,  at  least  one  of  which  at  its  outer  ends  is  en- 
gaged  in  axially  directed  slots  formed  in  the  main 
body.  The  first  camming  member  is  journalled  within 
the  main  body  for  rotational  movement  relative  there- 
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to  under  the  influence  of  camming  rollers  carried  by 
the  respective  trunnions.  Similarly,  the  second  cam 
member  is  journalled  within  the  body  for  rotation  rel- 
ative  thereto  under  the  control  of  camming  members 
in  the  form  of  trunnions  carried  by  the  stem. 

Description  of  the  Drawings 

A  preferred  embodiment  of  the  invention  will  now 
be  described  with  reference  to  the  accompanying 
drawings,  in  which: 

Fig.  1  is  a  front  elevation  of  a  valve  actuator  ac- 
cording  to  the  present  invention; 
Fig.  2  is  a  cross-section  taken  on  the  line  2-2  of 
Fig.  1; 
Fig.  3  is  a  cross-section  taken  on  the  line  3-3  of 
Fig.  2; 
Fig.  4  is  a  view  corresponding  with  Fig.  2,  but 
showing  the  valve  actuator  in  an  opposite  posi- 
tion  of  actuation; 
Fig.  5  is  a  cross-section  taken  on  the  line  5-5  of 
Fig.  4  and  showing  the  respective  rotary  cams  in 
elevation;  and 
Fig.  6  is  a  cross-section  taken  on  the  line  6-6  of 
Fig.  5. 

Description  of  the  Preferred  Embodiment 

Fig.  1  illustrates  a  valve  actuator  according  to  the 
present  invention  generally  at  10.  As  will  be  appreci- 
ated,  the  actual  external  appearance  of  the  valve  ac- 
tuator  can  be  varied  in  any  desired  manner  to  make  it 
shorter  or  longer,  rectangular,  hexagonal,  etc.  How- 
ever,  in  view  of  the  internal  structure  of  the  valve  ac- 
tuator,  a  cylindrical  form  of  the  actuator  in  all  probabil- 
ity  will  be  found  to  be  the  most  viable. 

The  actuator  10  includes  a  main  body  portion  12 
having  an  upper  portion  14  which  is  attached  to  the 
main  body  portion  12  by  means  of  bolts  16.  At  its  lower 
end,  the  main  body  12  is  provided  with  a  flanged  con- 
nector  1  8,  whereby  the  valve  actuator  can  be  secured 
to  the  body  of  a  conventional  rotary  valve  20  by 
means  of  bolts  22.  The  rotary  valve  20  can  be  of  any 
known  type,  including  a  rotary  plug  valve,  a  rotary  ball 
valve,  or  a  rotary  butterfly  valve,  each  of  which  in- 
cludes  a  rotary  valve  member  that  cooperates  with  a 
valve  seat,  as  is  well  known  in  the  art. 

An  upper  portion  of  a  rotary  valve  member  is  in- 
dicated  at  24  in  Fig.  2,  the  valve  member  24  being  at- 
tached  to  or  integral  with  a  cylindrical  drive  shaft  26 
that  terminates  at  its  upper  end  in  a  squared  key  28. 

The  actuating  mechanism  of  the  valve  actuator  is 
illustrated  in  Fig.  2,  and  comprises  five  major  ele- 
ments,  those  elements  being  a  first  camming  member 
30,  an  axially  movable  and  rotationally  fixed  stem  32, 
a  second  rotary  camming  member  34,  and,  a  bellows 
seal  36,  each  contained  within  the  main  body  portion 
12  and  the  upper  body  portion  14. 

The  first  camming  member  30  is  supported  within 
the  upper  body  portion  14  for  rotation  relative  to  the 
upper  body  portion  14,  the  first  camming  member  be- 
ing  held  against  axial  movement  relative  to  the  upper 

5  body  portion  14  by  C-clips  39.  At  its  upper  end,  the 
first  camming  member  30  is  provided  with  some  form 
of  drive  means,  the  drive  means  illustrated  being  a 
manually  actuable  handle  38  which  is  bolted  to  an  up- 
per  surface  of  the  first  cam  member  30.  As  will  be  ap- 

10  preciated,  the  handle  38  equally  well  could  be  re- 
placed  by  a  pneumatic,  hydraulic  or  electric  drive  mo- 
tor  operating  through  an  appropriate  drive  transmis- 
sion. 

The  upper  portion  14,  as  previously  stated,  is 
15  bolted  at  16  to  the  main  body  portion  12.  The  upper 

body  portion  14  thus  rigidly  attached  to  the  main  body 
portion  12  and  is  held  immovable  relative  to  the  main 
body  portion  12  both  in  axial  and  rotational  directions. 
The  upper  body  portion  14,  at  its  lower  end,  termin- 

20  ates  in  an  annular  guide  portion  40  having  a  central 
bore  within  which  the  axially  movable  stem  32  is  jour- 
nalled  for  axial  movement.  At  its  upper  end,  the  stem 
32  has  a  pin  42  rigidly  attached  thereto.  The  pin  42  ex- 
tends  laterally  beyond  each  side  of  the  stem  32  to  pro- 

25  vide  trunnions  that  extend  into  slots  44  formed  in  the 
upper  portion  14.  The  trunnions  provided  by  the  pin 
42  carry  anti-friction  rollers  46,  the  anti-friction  rollers 
46  being  positioned  within  a  helical  cam  slot  48 
formed  in  the  first  camming  member  30. 

30  As  is  common  in  the  industry,  and  in  order  to  pro- 
vide  what  is  commonly  referred  to  as  a  quarter-turn 
valve,  the  helical  cam  slots  48  each  have  an  arcuate 
annular  extent  slightly  in  excess  of  90°,  and  each  are 
of  identical  ramp  cam  angle.  If  it  is  desired,  for  exam- 

35  pie,  that  a  90°  turn  of  the  valve  member  be  produced 
by  a  180°  turn  of  the  operating  handle  38,  then,  all 
that  is  required  is  an  appropriate  decrease  in  the 
ramp  cam  angle  of  the  first  camming  member  30  and 
an  increase  in  the  arcuate  extent  of  the  slots  48  to 

40  slightly  in  excess  of  180°. 
The  first  camming  member  30  has  a  central  bore 

50  in  which  the  stem  32  is  guided  for  axial  sliding 
movement,  this  feature  being  preferable,  but  not  es- 
sential,  inthatthe  stem  32  could  be  of  square  or  other 

45  cross-section,  in  which  event  the  upper  end  of  the 
stem  would  be  appropriately  formed  for  it  to  move 
freely  within  the  bore  50.  The  provision  of  the  central 
bore  50  in  the  camming  member  30  results  in  the  hel- 
ical  cam  slots  48  each  being  formed  in  an  outer  an- 

50  nular  portion  of  the  first  camming  member  30,  the  re- 
sult  being  that  the  helical  camming  slots  each  form 
ramp  cams  for  engagement  with  the  anti-friction  roll- 
ers  46.  Thus,  on  rotation  of  the  first  camming  member 
30  through  an  angular  extent  of,  for  example,  90°  by 

55  rotating  the  handle  38  in  an  appropriate  direction 
[counterclockwise  as  related  to  Fig.  2]  the  ramp  cams 
provided  by  the  helical  cam  slots  48  act  to  pick  up  the 
anti-friction  rollers  46,  and,  move  those  rollers  togeth- 

3 
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erwith  the  pin  42  and  the  stem  32  in  an  axially  up- 
wards  direction,  the  stem  32  being  guided  for  axial 
movement  within  the  bore  of  the  annular  guide  por- 
tion  40  of  the  upper  body  portion  14,  at  the  bore  50 
of  the  first  camming  member  30. 

Thus,  it  will  be  seen  that  a  simple  90°  turn  of  the 
handle  38  will  result  in  the  stem  32  being  raised  from 
its  lowermost  position  as  illustrated  in  Fig.  2  to  its  up- 
permost  position  as  illustrated  in  Fig.  4,  or,  in  the  al- 
ternative,  returned  from  the  uppermost  position 
shown  in  Fig.  4  to  the  lowermost  position  illustrated 
in  Fig.  2. 

At  its  lower  end,  the  stem  32  is  provided  with  a 
second  pin  52  that  extends  transversely  of  the  lower 
end  of  the  stem  32,  and  which  also  is  surrounded  by 
anti-friction  rollers  46.  The  second  pin  52  does  not  ex- 
tend  through  slots  in  the  main  body  portion  12  in  the 
manner  of  the  upper  pin  42,  but  instead,  terminates 
within  the  main  body  12.  If  desired,  axially  extending 
grooves  can  be  provided  in  the  interior  wall  of  the 
main  body  12,  in  which  the  outermost  ends  of  the  pin 
52  are  guided  for  movement  axially  of  the  body  12. 

The  opposite  ends  of  the  pin  52  and  their  sur- 
rounding  anti-friction  rollers  46  extend  into  helical 
camming  slots  54,  as  more  clearly  illustrated  in  Fig. 
5,  in  the  second  camming  member  34.  The  second 
camming  member  34  is  journalled  for  rotation  within 
the  main  body  12,  and  is  free  of  any  connection  with 
the  stem  32,  other  than  at  the  points  of  contact  of  the 
rollers  46  with  the  helical  cam  slots  54.  The  second 
camming  member  34  is  restrained  against  movement 
axially  within  the  main  body  12  by  a  C-clip  56,  the  low- 
er  end  of  the  second  camming  member  34  being  in  ro- 
tational  sliding  engagement  with  an  annular  closure 
member  58  provided  at  the  lowermost  end  of  the 
body  portion  12.  The  lowermost  portion  of  the  second 
camming  member  34  is  provided  centrally  with  a 
squared  opening  in  which  the  squared  key  28  of  the 
valve  member  24  is  received,  thus  enabling  rotary 
movement  of  the  second  camming  member  34  to  be 
transmitted  directly  to  the  shaft  26  of  the  rotary  valve 
24. 

As  illustrated,  the  annular  closure  member  58  can 
be  secured  to  the  main  body  portion  by  welds  59  or 
in  any  other  convenient  manner  that  provides  a  her- 
metic  seal  between  the  annular  closure  member  58 
and  the  main  body  portion  12.  Also  as  is  illustrated, 
O-rings  can  be  provided  at  strategic  points  in  the  as- 
sembly,  further  to  insure  the  hermetic  sealing  of  the 
interior  of  the  main  body  portion  12. 

In  operation,  the  helical  camming  slots  54  pro- 
duce  the  reverse  effect  to  the  camming  slots  48,  in 
that  while  rotation  of  the  upper  camming  member  30 
will  cause  raising  or  lowering  of  the  stem  32,  the  cam- 
ming  slots  54  will  produce  rotation  of  the  second  cam- 
ming  member  34  in  the  presence  of  axial  movement 
of  the  stem  32.  Thus,  if  the  handle  38  is  operated  in 
a  direction  to  open  the  valve,the  stem  32  will  be  raised 

in  an  axial  direction,  and,  in  being  so  raised,  will  cause 
the  second  camming  member  34  to  rotate  within  the 
main  body  portion  12,  that  rotation,  in  turn,  producing 
rotation  of  the  valve  member  24. 

5  The  bellows  36  extends  concentrically  of  the 
stem  32,  and,  at  its  lower  end  is  hermetically  sealed, 
for  example,  by  welding,  to  a  lower  portion  of  the  stem 
32.  At  its  upper  end,  the  bellows  36  is  hermetically 
sealed  to  the  annular  guide  portion  40,  for  example, 

10  by  brazing  of  the  outer  surface  of  the  bellows  to  the 
wall  of  the  through  bore  in  the  annular  guide  portion 
40. 

In  operation  of  the  valve  actuator,  in  the  event 
that  any  noxious  fluid  or  gas  seeps  axially  of  the  shaft 

15  26,  any  such  seepage  then  becomes  trapped  within 
the  main  body  portion  12,  and,  remains  trapped  with- 
in  the  main  body  portion  12,  the  interior  of  the  main 
body  portion  12  being  hermetically  sealed  by  the  bel- 
lows  36. 

20  Rotary  movement  of  the  stem  32  is  precluded  by 
the  engagement  of  the  outerends  of  the  pins  42  in  the 
slots  44  of  the  upper  body  portion  14,  the  upper  body 
portion  14  being  non-rotatively  held  relative  to  the 
main  body  portion  12  by  the  bolts  16.  Thus,  despite 

25  substantial  torsional  forces  that  can  act  on  the  stem 
32,  the  stem  32  is  immobilized  against  rotation,  this, 
in  turn,  relieving  the  bellows  36  of  any  bending  and 
torsional  forces,  such  as  could  cause  accelerated  de- 
terioration  of  the  bellows  36. 

30  While  the  stem  32  has  been  illustrated  in  the 
drawings  as  being  axially  of  substantial  length,  that 
length  and  the  total  height  of  the  valve  actuator  could 
be  very  considerably  shortened  by  moving  the  annu- 
lar  guide  portion  axially  towards  the  camming  mem- 

35  ber  34,  and,  by  appropriately  shortening  the  main 
body  12  and  the  bellows  36,  to  result  in  an  even  more 
compact  valve  actuator,  as  may  be  desirable  in  the 
event  that  the  valve  actuator  is  power-driven  instead 
of  being  manually  actuated  in  the  manner  described 

40  above. 
A  common  requirement  in  the  industry  is  for  a 

valve  that  is  moved  90°  between  its  fully  open  and 
fully  closed  positions,  those  valves  acting  as  straight- 
through  flow  valves.  For  certain  specialized  applica- 

45  tions,  such  as  in  three-way  rotary  valves  or  multiple- 
way  rotary  valves,  the  requirement  can  arise  that  the 
valve  be  selectively  rotated,  for  example,  in  incre- 
ments  of  90°  up  to  a  total  of  360°.  Also,  occasions 
arise  when  a  90°  turn  of  the  valve  is  produced,  forex- 

50  ample,  by  a  180°  turn  of  the  operating  handle. 
The  camming  member  34  provides  for  such  dif- 

ferential  movements  of  the  valve  member  and  the 
valve  operator,  any  desired  rotational  movement  of 
the  valve  34  being  producible  by  a  specific  axial 

55  movement  of  the  stem  32,  by  suitable  choice  of  the 
ramp  cam  angle  and  arcuate  extent  of  the  helical 
camming  slots  54  in  the  camming  member  34.  Also, 
differential  rotational  movements  of  the  valve  20  rel- 

4 
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ative  to  the  actuating  handle  38  can  be  provided  by 
suitable  choice  of  the  ramp  cam  angle  and  arcuate  ex- 
tent  of  the  helical  camming  slots  48  in  the  upper  cam- 
ming  member  30,  and  by  suitable  choice  of  the  ramp 
angle  and  arcuate  extent  of  the  helical  camming  slots  5 
54  in  the  camming  member  34.  The  ramp  angle  and 
arcuate  extent  of  the  respective  camming  members 
can,  for  example,  be  arranged  such  that  a  180°  turn 
of  the  operating  handle  38  results  in  a  90°  turn  of  the 
valve  24,  or,  for  example,  a  90°  turn  of  the  operating  10 
handle  38  results  in  a  45°  degree  turn  of  the  valve  24, 
or,  a  turn  of  any  desired  angular  extent  of  the  valve 
24. 

15 
Claims 

1  .  A  hermetically  sealed  actuator  for  a  rotary  valve, 
comprising: 

a  main  body  having  an  axis;  20 
an  axially  movable  stem  journalled  within 

said  body  for  movement  exclusively  in  a  direction 
axially  of  said  stem  and  said  body  and  to  the  ex- 
clusion  of  rotary  movement  of  said  stem  relative 
to  said  body;  25 

operating  means  operative  to  move  said 
stem  axially  in  response  to  operation  of  said 
means  ; 

a  camming  member  carried  by  said  stem 
at  a  position  remote  from  said  operating  means;  30 

an  axially  fixed  rotary  cam  member  having 
helical  cam  surfaces  in  engagement  with  said 
camming  member,  said  rotary  cam  member  be- 
ing  rotatable  in  response  to  axial  movement  of 
said  valve  stem;  and,  35 

a  bellows-type  seal  surrounding  said  stem 
and  extending  axially  between  said  stem  and  said 
main  body,  said  seal  hermetically  isolating  said 
rotary  cam  member  from  said  operating  means. 

40 
2.  The  valve  actuator  of  claim  1,  in  which  said  rotary 

cam  member  is  journalled  in  said  main  body  for 
rotational  movement  within  said  main  body  to  the 
exclusion  of  axial  movement. 

45 
3.  The  valve  actuator  of  claim  1  or  claim  2,  including 

means  for  attaching  said  main  body  to  a  rotary 
valve  with  said  rotary  cam  member  in  rotary  driv- 
ing  connection  with  a  rotary  valve  spindle  of  said 
valve.  50 

40 

45 

claims,  in  which  said  operating  means  includes: 
an  axially  fixed  rotary  cam  member  coop- 

erating  with  a  cam  follower  on  said  stem,  and  op- 
erative  to  move  said  stem  axially  in  response  to 
rotational  movement  of  said  cam  member  relative 
to  said  stem; 

said  rotary  cam  cam  member  having  heli- 
cal  camming  slots  therein  in  which  said  cam  fol- 
lower  of  said  stem  is  received. 

6.  The  valve  actuator  of  claim  5,  in  which  the  helical 
camming  slots  of  one  rotary  cam  member  is  of  a 
ramp  cam  angle  and  arcuate  extent  different  from 
those  of  the  other  rotary  cam  member,  whereby 
said  rotation  of  said  one  rotary  cam  member  by  a 
determined  angular  extent  produces  rotation  of 
said  other  rotary  cam  member  by  a  different  an- 
gular  extent. 

7.  The  valve  actuator  of  claim  5,  in  which  said  rotary 
cam  member  is  connected  to  a  drive  means  for  ro- 
tating  said  rotary  cam  member. 

8.  The  valve  actuator  of  claim  7,  in  which  said  drive 
means  is  a  manually  actuable  handle. 

9.  The  valve  actuator  of  claim  5,  in  which  said  rotary 
cam  member  is  journalled  in  said  main  body  for 
rotational  movement  within  said  main  body  to  the 
exclusion  of  axial  movement. 

The  valve  actuator  of  claim  1  ,  claim  2  or  claim  3, 
in  which  said  camming  member  of  said  stem  is 
provided  by  trunnions  fast  with  said  stem  and  ex- 
tending  perpendicular  to  the  longitudinal  axis  of 
said  stem. 

55 

5.  The  valve  actuator  of  any  one  of  the  preceding 
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